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The International Crisis Group’s Trigger List platform tracks developments on key
flashpoints between Iran, the U.S. and their respective allies in the Middle East. In these weekly
updates, we highlight and provide context for the previous week’s major events.

Actions of Note
29 August: U.S. sanctions Lebanonbased bank it says “knowingly facilitates
banking activities for Hizbollah”, along
with its subsidiaries, as well as four
“financial facilitators” in Lebanon and
Gaza for moving funds from the Islamic
Revolutionary Guard Corps to Hamas.
30 August: President Trump tweets
imagery of failed Iranian satellite launch
and says U.S. “not involved”; Iran
subsequently blames “technical error”.
30 August: U.S. blacklists Iranian tanker
Adrian Darya 1 and its Indian captain.
30 August: International Atomic Energy
Agency confirms Iran enriching uranium
at 4.5 per cent and stockpile at 241.6kg.
Both exceed JCPOA limits.
1 September: Huthi envoy presents
credentials as Yemen’s plenipotentiary
ambassador to Iran.
1 September: Israel, Hizbollah exchange
fire across Lebanon border.
Cont. overleaf

Cross-border Tit-for-Tat
One week after a suspected Israeli drone fell and a second exploded in
south Beirut, Hizbollah on 1 September fired anti-tank missiles toward
Israeli military positions; Israel reported no casualties and responded with
“100 shells and firing from the air by various means”.
Israel and Hizbollah’s cross-border exchange was a
limited tit-for-tat, with both sides seemingly content to have made their
point: Hizbollah Secretary General Hassan Nasrallah on 2 September
posited that the group had delivered “punishment to the enemy”, while
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu contended the next day that Israel
had “achieved all our goals”. However, the Israeli military’s 3 September
release of images of what it described as a Hizbollah facility in the Beqaa
“used to manufacture precision-guided missiles” with equipment from
Iran underscores the strong possibility of future operations, either in Lebanon or Syria, aimed at stymieing the proliferation of what Israel considers
game-changing weaponry, which in turn could prompt Hizbollah to take
retaliatory measures of its own.
WHY IT MATTERS:

Third Step and Next Steps
The U.S. Special Representative for Iran, Brian Hook, on 4 September
indicated that “there will be more sanctions coming. We can’t make it any
more clear that we are committed to this campaign of maximum pressure,
and we are not looking to grant any exceptions or waivers”.
President Emmanuel Macron’s efforts to fashion a
de-escalatory package between Iran and the U.S. during the G7 are
inching ahead but facing considerable headwind. Presidents Rouhani
and Macron spoke by phone on 31 August, and on 2 September senior
officials from both countries met for a 10-hour negotiating session in
Paris. But Tehran on 4 September still followed through on its warning of a
“third step” by announcing further breaches of the JCPOA, while President
Donald Trump the same day suggested that “we’re not dealing through
President Macron” and insisted that the lifting of U.S. sanctions “won’t be
happening”. This significantly diminishes the prospects for an agreement
between now and the UN General Assembly later this month.
WHY IT MATTERS:

3 September: Israeli military publishes
imagery of alleged Hizbollah missile
facility in Lebanon.
4 September: Swedish government
confirms “release of some of the crew
members of Swedish-owned and UKflagged Stena Impero”, which Iran
detained in July.
4 September: U.S. sanctions what a
senior Treasury official describes as “vast
oil-for-terror shipping network”.
4 September: U.S. announces “reward of
up to $15m for information leading to the
disruption of the financial mechanisms of
Iran’s IRGC and its branches”.

Star Wars
Secretary of State Mike Pompeo on 3 September announced the blacklisting of the Iran Space Agency, the Iran Space Research Centre and the
Astronautics Research Institute, noting that “this is the first time the U.S. is
designating Iran’s civilian space agency for activities that advance its ballistic
missile program”.
The U.S. has stepped up its use of sanctions in recent
days, with Tuesday’s announcement the fifth tranche of six Iran-related
designations within a week. But Iran’s space program has been in the U.S.’s
crosshairs for months: on 3 January Pompeo argued that Iranian Space
Launch Vehicles (SLVs) “incorporate technology that is virtually identical to
that used in ballistic missiles”, and in February The New York Times reported
that the U.S. was carrying out covert operations “to sabotage Iran’s missile
and rockets”. Perhaps this is why some interpreted President Donald Trump’s
tweet sending Iran “best wishes and good luck” in identifying the cause of a
29 August explosion at a launch site as a tacit admission cloaked in a denial
of responsibility.
WHY IT MATTERS:

4 September: Iranian Foreign Minister
Javad Zarif says U.S. committing “outright
blackmail” after Financial Times reports
U.S. offering money for diversion of
tankers.
4 September: President Hassan Rouhani
announces Iran will defy JCPOA limits on
nuclear research and development as of
6 September.
Image of Iranian space facility shared by U.S. President Donald Trump on 30 August via
Twitter. Source: U.S. President Donald Trump.

What to Watch
Iran Briefing Notes are populated with content
from International Crisis Group’s Iran-U.S. Trigger
List.
This tool provides regular updates on key events
and flashpoints that could lead to a direct
confrontation or a dangerous regional escalation.
Explore further www.crisisgroup.org/trigger-list/
iran-us-trigger-list.

6 September: Iran resumes nuclear
research and development activities
limited by the 2015 nuclear agreement.
17 September: Elections in Israel.
17-30 September: UN General Assembly,
which Iran has announced Rouhani would
attend; JCPOA Joint Commission meeting
on the sidelines.

